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Riparian Doctrine
• From the public trust doctrine
• Tidelands held by the king for the 

benefit of all English subjects
• Navigable lakes and streams held in 

trust for benefit of the people of the 
state

• Riparian rights subservient to state’s 
public trust authority



Riparian Doctrine 
East of Mississippi

- based on Common Law
- handed down from British 

law
- legal “doctrines”
- interpreted by the courts

• sets precedents
- may be modified by 

legislative action

Prior AppropriationPrior Appropriation 
West of MississippiWest of Mississippi

- first in use, first in right
- allows transfer of water 

rights



Annex 2001

• States and provinces will manage their 
own in-basin withdrawals

• Basin-wide, resource-based standard
– flexible application

• Each jurisdiction will commit to 
establishing a program, including 
thresholds, to manage or regulate new or 
increased withdrawals consistent with the 
standard. 



Nestle sues over restrictive 

water-use permit 

Nestle sues over restrictive 

water-use permit 

Appeals judges wade into 

water use case Appeals judges wade into 

water use case 

Great Lakes water could flow west 
Great Lakes water could flow west 

Granholm shoves after Legislature 
refuses to push for water laws 
Granholm shoves after Legislature 
refuses to push for water laws 

Humans need H2O, but lawns can wait

Humans need H2O, but lawns can wait

Water in the news

Environmentalists make new 
push for water protection 
Environmentalists make new 
push for water protection

Is water a resource or a commodity?Is water a resource or a commodity?



PA 177 of 2004
Act 177 allows owner of a “small quantity 

well” to file a complaint with  MDEQ (or 
MDA) if well:

- Fails to furnish normal water supply
- Fails to provide potable water

Complainant must have a credible reason 
to believe that the problem is caused by 
a HIGH CAPACITY WELL



PA 177
In 2007 there where 
• 13 complaints filed under Act 177, 

involving 6 wells in four locations   
• 11 complaints required large volume 

user to pay for improvement to affected 
small well

• 1 complaint solved by farmer moving 
large well

• 1 complaint was solved by homeowner 
paid solution



http://gwmap.rsgis.msu.edu/



http://gwmap.rsgis.msu.edu/







2006 Water Use Laws
• PA 33 - Water Use Reporting

• PA 34 – Groundwater Conservation Advisory 
Council – develops an Assessment Tool

• SB 35 – Registration

• SB 36 – Water User Committees

• SB 37 - Adds requirements to the Safe Drinking 
Water Act



Large Quantity Withdrawal – Must 
Report

• Cumulative total over 100,000 gals/day
• Averaged over 30 days
• That supply a common distribution system
• From “waters of the State” including 

groundwater, lakes, streams …
• Permits for withdrawals over 2,000,000 

gals/day –consistent with “Great Lakes – 
St Lawrence River Basin Water Resources 
Compact



Baseline Capacity – 2006 had been a one 
time opportunity

• “Baseline Capacity” - Rated capacity of 
the system as of February 28, 2006,  
reported as pump capacity in gal/min. 

• Under SB 860, water withdrawal prior to 
February 2006 that are registered by 
February 2009 are granted a rebuttable 
presumption of no "adverse resource 
impact.”



Baseline Capacity
Increasing a water withdrawal by more than 70 

gal./min. beyond the baseline, constitutes a new 
water withdrawal, loosing the rebuttable 
presumption of no "adverse resource impact”

If no “Baseline Capacity” volume are recorded your 
2004-2005 records will be used to determine a 
baseline.

Most farmers rated pump capacity is far greater 
than their water use in 2004 or 2005. 



New  vs. Old Water 
Withdrawals

Old water withdrawal have a rebuttable 
presumption of no "adverse resource 
impact”

- withdrawal must be established prior to February 
28th of 2006

- Properly registered have reported
- Not expanded by > 70 gpm

New water withdrawals must meet the no 
"adverse resource impact” standard

Major issues depends on legislative actions



•
 

Integrated, science-based approach
•

 
Develop new thinking in integrating the pieces

•
 

Use a National Scientific Peer Review Panel
•

 
Base the approach on Michigan data

 
and State 

modeled relationships
–

 
Science team: USGS, MDEQ, MDNR, UM, MSU

•
 

An inclusive, seeking participation
–

 
Council & guests (across all sectors)

•

 

Technical and Legal and Mitigation Subcommittees

–

 
MDA, MDEQ & MDNR on Council

““The ToolThe Tool””
 Philosophy behind the ApproachPhilosophy behind the Approach



The Flow Regime Paradigm

-- There is a geography of flow regimes
-- Fish species are adapted to habitats controlled by 
certain quantities of, and variability in, river flows  

Climate Geology Landuse

Flow regime

Hydraulics Channel Nutrients Temperature

From Paul Seelbach, MDNR
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Michigan rivers naturally have 
different flow regimes, and thus 
different habitat conditions, 
biological communities, 
sensitivity to disturbance, and 
potential for fishery management .

From Paul Seelbach, MDNR
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Landscape-based modeling and
applications for Michigan rivers

Rivers must be viewed and understood as systems
•landscape-scale
•hydrologic
•geomorphic
•biologic

An introduction to rivers

Wiley and Seelbach
MDNR Fisheries Special Report 20



From Paul Seelbach, MDNR



The Water Withdrawal Assessment ProcessThe Water Withdrawal Assessment Process

•

 
Develop methods, criteria, and definitions for 
establishing ‘adverse resource impacts’

 
for streams and 

lakes.
•

 
Make recommendations on the policy aspects of the 
model.

Adverse Resource Impact Means:
 

Decreasing that part 
of the flow such that the streams ability to support 
Characteristic Fish Populations

 
is Functionally Impaired.

Groundwater         Stream Flow          Fish Populations    

science

policy



The Water Withdrawal Assessment ProcessThe Water Withdrawal Assessment Process

Groundwater                  Stream Flow                 Fish Populations              

Three Models Interact within the impact assessment model
Streamflow

 
Model

 
-

 
How much water is flowing in the 

stream during summer low flow periods

Groundwater Model

 
-

 
What impact will water 

withdrawn from the aquifer have on stream flow

Fish Impact Model

 
-

 
What fish are in the stream and 

what is the likely effect of removing water on those 
groups of fish

Supplies Supports



The Streamflow ModelThe Streamflow Model
Need to Know How Much Flow is in any Stream Segment

“Index flow”; low flow period in the year

Look at the segments where you know about flow (135 stream 
gauges in the State) and extrapolate these to the streams you 
do not have monitored or gauged – regression statistics

Major Factors Used
Drainage Basin Size

Forest Cover, Land Use
Geology and Soils
Region
Uncertainty in statistics

Under or over estimate flow



PA 33 0f 2006 - Index Flow

• 50% excedance flow - Lowest month

• Extrapolated from stream gauges

• Large Quantity withdraw requirements and 
meeting Great Lakes Annex expectations



Looking Glass River near Eagle 
Mean Monthly Flows
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Characteristics of the Characteristics of the GroundwaaterGroundwaater
 

ModelModel

•
 

Distance
–

 
A well adjacent to a river or stream  get water either from 
water that would have gone to the river or directly from the 
river

Depth
-

 
In Glacial Aquifers

–

 
In Bedrock

•
 

Geology Matters
–

 
Clay -

 
“tight”

 
-

 
water does not move easily

–

 
Sandy -

 
“loose”

 
-

 
water flows quickly



Major Factors in the AnalysisMajor Factors in the Analysis
Geographic database on 11,000 
watersheds and stream segments
Info on watershed location, size, 
geology; and on stream flow, 
temperature, and fish populations

Resulting maps 
closely match field 
experiences

Fish Impact Model
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3. The Fish Response Model3. The Fish Response Model

What fish populations live where in the streams 
and how do they respond to flow reductions in the 
summer (at low flow)

Two Key Issues to Review
Define Stream Types and “Characteristic Fish 
Populations”

Define “Functional Impairment” to Characteristic Fish 
Populations due to water withdrawals

Fish are representative of the stream ecosystem
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http://www.iwr.msu.edu/wwat/

http://35.9.116.206/wwat/

















The tool can supply an estimate of the amount of water needs to 
remain in the stream to prevent causing a resource impact.
- C cut off - in gallon per minute:

1902 gpm                      1078 gpm
109 gpm                            79 gpm



Water Withdrawal Legislation UpdatesWater Withdrawal Legislation Updates
 Senate Bill No. 212Senate Bill No. 212

The water resources conservation advisory council

The person making the appointment shall give 
consideration and deference to individuals who 
served on the former ground water conservation 
advisory council.



Water Withdrawal Legislation UpdatesWater Withdrawal Legislation Updates
 Senate Bill No. 212Senate Bill No. 212

The council shall appoint a technical advisory 
committee of individuals with specific technical and 
legal expertise relevant to the council’s 
responsibilities.

The council shall do all of the following:
a)

 
Study the sustainability of the state’s water use

b)

 
Develop criteria and indicators to evaluate the 
sustainability of the state’s water use

c)

 
Make recommendations regarding the implementation 
and effectiveness of the water withdrawal assessment 
tool as provided for in part 327



Water Withdrawal Legislation Policy IssuesWater Withdrawal Legislation Policy Issues

Major Issue Areas to SolveMajor Issue Areas to Solve
–

 
Presumptions Afforded by the Use of the 
Tool

–
 

What happens in Zones B, C and D
–

 
Mitigation –

 
where and when –

 
limited by 

what?
–

 
Permitting Applicability

–
 

Water User Responsibilities
–

 
The Role of Water Users Committees at the 
Local Level



Water Withdrawal Legislation Policy Issues Water Withdrawal Legislation Policy Issues ––
 

Cont.Cont.

–

 
Capacity versus Withdrawal

–

 
Return Flow –

 
Included, how and when

–

 
New Interim Lake Standard and Future Process

–

 
Other Sensitive Areas (e.g. Fens, Bogs, etc)

–

 
Updates to the model

–
 

Other Issues from the House 
Democratic Package

HB 5065-5073
The Role of Citizen Participation
Bottled Water



Latest substitute for SB 860
• The assessment tool is not required to go online 

until December 31, 2008, giving time for 
continued improvements including collection and 
analysis of data 

• Small watersheds are being integrated into larger 
watersheds 

• A methodology and protocol to collect and use 
actual stream flow measurements will lead to 
greater reliability and robustness of the 
assessment tool 

• Groundwater withdrawal can now replace or 
substitute for a surface water withdrawal while 
maintaining the stream’s baseline capacity 



Large Scale Water Use Assessment Tool

• Existing water withdrawals are reflected in 
the data only to the degree that they affect 
the flow of the 135 USGS gauged streams 

• There are impacts of human actions on 
stream flow and characteristic fish 
populations - Some watercourses used for 
drainage have become ephemeral, 
intermittent or seasonal with changing fish 
population expectations 



http://www.agweather.geo.msu.edu/



Questions?

mill1229@msu.edu 
Steve Miller

mailto:mill1229@msu.edu
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